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Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not. ~**Dr. Seuss**, The Lorax ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go. ~**Dr. Seuss**

Think left and think right and think low and think high. Oh, the thinks you can think up if only you try! ~**Dr. Seuss** ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
I am the Lorax. I speak for the trees. I speak for the trees for the trees have no tongues.  ~Dr. Seuss, The Lorax

Think and wonder. Wonder and think.  ~Dr. Seuss

Try them, try them, and you may! Try them and you may, I say.  ~Dr. Seuss, Green Eggs and Ham
Today is your day, your mountain is waiting. So get on your way.  

~Dr. Seuss ★ ★ ★ ★

For a host, above all, must be kind to his guests. ★ ★ ★ ★

~Dr. Seuss, Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose

With your head full of brains and your shoes full of feet, you’re too smart to go down any not-so-good street. ~Dr. Seuss
“Catch!” calls the Once-ler. He lets something fall. It’s a Truffula Seed. It’s the last one of all! “You’re in charge of the last of the Truffula Seeds. And Truffula Trees are what everyone needs. Plant a new Truffula. Treat it with care. Give it clean water. And feed it fresh air. Grow a forest. Protect it from axes that hack. Then the Lorax and all of his friends may come back.” ~Dr. Seuss, The Lorax 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟
And the Grinch, with his Grinch-feet ice cold in the snow, stood puzzling and puzzling, how could it be so? It came without ribbons. It came without tags. It came without packages, boxes, or bags. And he puzzled and puzzled ‘till his puzzler was sore. Then the Grinch thought of something he hadn’t before. What if Christmas, he thought, doesn’t come from a store. What if Christmas, perhaps, means a little bit more. ~ Dr. Seuss, How the Grinch Stole Christmas 🌟🌟🌟🌟
Did you ever fly a kite in bed?
Did you ever walk with ten cats on your head?
Did you ever milk this kind of cow?
Well, we can do it. We know how.
If you never did, you should.
These things are fun and fun is good.
~ Dr. Seuss, One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish